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Global gyrokinetic particle simulations of reversed shear Alfvén eigenmode 共RSAE兲 have been
successfully performed and verified. We have excited the RSAE by initial perturbation, by external
antenna, and by energetic ions. The RSAE excitation by antenna provides verifications of the mode
structure, the frequency, and the damping rate. When the kinetic effects of the background plasma
are artificially suppressed, the mode amplitude shows a near-linear growth. With kinetic thermal
ions, the mode amplitude eventually saturates due to the thermal ion damping. The damping rates
measured from the antenna excitation and from the initial perturbation simulation agree very well.
The RSAE excited by fast ions shows an exponential growth. The finite Larmor radius effects of the
fast ions are found to significantly reduce the growth rate. With kinetic thermal ions and electron
pressure, the mode frequency increases due to the elevation of the Alfvén continuum by the geodesic
compressibility. The nonperturbative contributions from the fast ions and kinetic thermal ions
modify the mode structure relative to the ideal magnetohydrodynamic 共MHD兲 theory. The
gyrokinetic simulations have been benchmarked with extended hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
simulations. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3496057兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Generated by heating sources or fusion products, energetic particles exhibit distinct behavior, which is a crucial
problem for plasmas in future tokamaks such as ITER, and is
therefore being widely studied. These energetic particles can
drive unstable shear Alfvén waves, e.g., the toroidal Alfvén
eigenmode1 共TAE兲 and the reversed shear Alfvén eigenmode
共RSAE兲 共a.k.a. the Alfvén cascade兲,2 and can excite nonperturbative modes called the energetic particle mode 共EPM兲.3
The RSAE has been observed in JT-60U,4 the Joint European Torus 共JET兲,5 the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor,6 Alcator C-Mod,7 D-IIID,8 and the National Spherical Torus
Experiment9 reversed shear tokamaks. It can be excited by
not only energetic particles, but also the Alfvénic ion temperature gradient mechanism.10–13 A variety of phenomena
about the RSAE have been seen, an important one being the
“grand cascade:”5 when qmin passes a low-order rational
number, particularly an integer, RSAEs near the qmin surface
with the same frequency but different n and m harmonics are
excited simultaneously. This phenomenon provides a method
to measure the time when qmin hits a low-order rational
number5,14 and the location of the rational qmin surface.15
This method is routinely used in tokamak experiments, especially for the internal transport barrier diagnosis.16–20 Second
harmonic generation of the RSAE has been observed in the
experiment7 and interpreted by an magnetohydrodynamics
共MHD兲 theory.21 The RSAE can have interactions with the
a兲
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TAE, such as the coupling between these two modes22 and
the theoretically predicted23,24 transition from RSAE to
TAE.25 Large mode amplitude and energetic particle loss are
observed during the transition.25 Electron cyclotron heating
is observed to be able to stabilize the RSAE and reduce the
energetic particle transport.26
The earliest linear RSAE theory based on ideal MHD
共Ref. 2兲 has been extended to include various effects, such as
toroidicity,24
ellipticity
and
triangularity,27
finite
28,29
30,31
pressure,
pressure gradient,
and finite Larmor radius
共FLR兲 effects.32,33 Kinetic interactions between the RSAE
and the background plasma, as well as the energetic particles
Numerical
are
also
theoretically
studied.13,23,34
27,31,35
have recovered many linear properties
simulations
seen in experiments and theories. Hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
code 共HMGC兲 simulations23,36 have observed nonlinear saturation of the RSAE causing enhanced energetic particle
transport, which are the only nonlinear simulations of the
RSAE reported so far.
Although many linear properties of the RSAE have been
reported, understanding of the linear and nonlinear background plasma particle kinetic effects13,34 on the RSAE remains inadequate. Global, fully self-consistent, and nonlinear
kinetic simulations are needed to predict the linear stability
boundaries and the nonlinear saturation amplitude of the
shear Alfvén
waves.
Many
recent
gyrokinetic
simulations37–42 are on the TAE and none is on the RSAE.
Here, we would like to study the linear and nonlinear properties of the RSAE, with the thermal particle kinetic effects,
using the global gyrokinetic particle code GTC.43 The current GTC version44 has new features such as full-f and ␦ f
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simulation, general geometry using experimental equilibrium
data, kinetic electrons, and electromagnetic simulation.45,46
GTC has recently been applied to study microturbulence
properties in reversed shear plasmas,47 transport of energetic
particles by microturbulence,48 and beta-induced Alfvén
eigenmode in tokamaks.49 In the current work, we have successfully excited the RSAE by initial perturbation, by external antenna, and by fast ions. The RSAE excitation by antenna provides verifications of the mode structure, the
frequency, and the damping rate. When the kinetic effects of
the background plasma are artificially suppressed, the mode
amplitude shows a near-linear growth. With kinetic thermal
ions, the mode amplitude eventually saturates due to the thermal ion damping. The damping rates measured from the antenna excitation and from the initial perturbation simulation
agree very well. Such a damping rate measurement technique
has been used in JET.50,51 The RSAE excited by fast ions
shows an exponential growth. The finite Larmor radius effects of the fast ions are found to significantly reduce the
growth rate. With kinetic thermal ions and electron pressure,
the mode frequency increases due to the elevation of the
Alfvén continuum by the geodesic compressibility. The nonperturbative contributions from the fast ions and kinetic thermal ions modify the mode structure relative to the ideal
MHD theory. The gyrokinetic simulations have been
benchmarked with extended hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
共XHMGC兲52,53 simulations.
This paper is organized as follows: the gyrokinetic simulation model is described in Sec. II, the antenna excitation
results and the fast ion excitation results are presented in
Secs. III and IV, respectively, and Sec. V summarizes this
work.
II. GYROKINETIC SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, we first describe our electromagnetic gyrokinetic formulation in GTC. Then we show that when kinetic effects are artificially turned off, the formulation is reduced to the ideal MHD theory. Finally, we derive a model
RSAE dispersion relation from the reduced equation.

In this paper, we call the regular ion species the thermal
ion and the energetic ion species the fast ion. Both ion species are described by the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation54 to
resolve the spatial scale on the order of k⬜i,f ⬃ 1,

Ẋ = v储

B
+ vE + vc + vg ,
B0

1 Bⴱ
Z␣
· 共 ⵜ B0 + Z␣ ⵜ 兲 −
 tA 储 ,
v̇储 = −
m␣ B0
m ␣c

Bⴱ = B0 +

B 0v 储
ⵜ ⫻ b0 + ␦B.
⍀␣

共1兲
共2兲

共4兲

The E ⫻ B drift velocity vE, the magnetic curvature drift velocity vc, and the grad-B drift velocity are, respectively,
given by
vE =

cb0 ⫻ ⵜ
,
B0

共5兲

vc =

v2储
ⵜ ⫻ b0 ,
⍀␣

共6兲

vg =


b0 ⫻ ⵜB0 .
m ␣⍀ ␣

共7兲

Electrons are simulated using the electromagnetic fluidkinetic hybrid electron model,38,44,55,56 which is built on the
expansion of the electron response into the lowest-order
adiabatic part and a higher-order kinetic response based on
the small electron-ion mass ratio. With this fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model, the nonresonant current is fully retained
in the fluid equations with no need to resolve the dynamics
of these nonresonant electrons. Meanwhile, the dynamics of
the electron resonances and the nonadiabatic response of
magnetically trapped electrons are recovered by the higherorder kinetic corrections. In this paper, only the adiabatic
part is used and electrons are described by the linear fluid
continuity equation. Extension of the continuity equation to
include kinetic electron response and nonlinearity is straightforward and has been published for simulations of
microturbulence.45 The continuity equation is obtained by
integrating the gyrokinetic equation Eq. 共1兲 in the linear
drift-kinetic limit for electrons assuming k⬜e Ⰶ 1 and ignoring equilibrium current44

 t␦ n e + B 0 · ⵜ

冉

冊

冉 冊

ne0␦ue储
ne0
+ B 0v E · ⵜ
B0
B0

− ne0共veⴱ + vE兲 ·

A. Formulation for gyrokinetic simulation

共t + Ẋ · ⵜ+ v̇储v储兲f ␣共X, , v储,t兲 = 0,

the magnetic field B is separated into the equilibrium part B0
and the perturbed part ␦B, so B = B0 + ␦B; Bⴱ is given by

ⵜB0
= 0,
B0

where
␦ Pe储
veⴱ = cb0 ⫻ ⵜ共␦ Pe储 + ␦ Pe⬜兲 / 共ne0eB0兲,
= 兰mv2储 ␦ f edv, and ␦ Pe⬜ = 兰B0␦ f edv. For a uniform background plasma, in the lowest order, ␦ Pe储 and ␦ Pe⬜ can be
expressed as

␦ Pe储 = ␦ Pe⬜ = ne0e␦eff ,

where subscripts ␣ = e , i , f stand for the particle species, electron e, thermal ion i, or fast ion f; Z␣, m␣, and ⍀␣ are the
electric charge, mass, and cyclotron frequency, respectively;

共9兲

where ␦eff is the effective potential representing the parallel
electric field

␦E储 = − b0 · ⵜ␦eff .
共3兲

共8兲

共10兲

As the background plasma is uniform, in the lowest order,

␦eff is found by

e␦eff ␦ne
=
.
Te
ne0
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The electrostatic potential ␦ is described by the gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation57
Z2i ni
˜ 兲 = 兺 Z ␣␦ n ␣
共␦ − ␦
Ti
␣=e,i,f

冉

− iZ␣␦n␣ + ⵜ · ␦J␣储 = Z␣vE · 2n␣0

共12兲

−

␦ind = ␦eff − ␦ .

共14兲

Noticing that ␦E储 = −b0 · ⵜ␦ − t␦A储 / c and using Eq. 共10兲, we
have

t␦A储 = cb0 · ⵜ␦ind .

共15兲

An optional antenna is implemented through an external
potential perturbation in ␦ind. When the antenna is turned
on, ␦ind becomes

␦ind = ␦eff − ␦ + ␦ant ,

共16兲

where ␦ant is the external potential perturbation from an
optional antenna. Magnetic coordinates, which are the poloidal magnetic flux function , toroidal angle , and poloidal
angle , are used in the GTC code. For RSAE, the antenna is
implemented in this single-n and single-m form

␦ant = ␦ˆ ant共兲cos共nant − mant兲cos共antt兲.

共17兲

In this subsection, we show that with the kinetic effects
turned off and in the long wavelength limit, the gyrokinetic
formulation is reduced to the ideal MHD theory. Therefore,
the fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model is a superset of the
ideal MHD theory. The substitutions for linear normal mode
theory 共t → −i, b0 · ⵜ → ik储兲 will be applied in the following
derivation.
Using the same method for obtaining the electron continuity equation Eq. 共8兲, we can obtain the continuity equation
for all three particle species

冉

冊

冉 冊

n ␣0␦ u ␣储
n ␣0
+ B 0v E · ⵜ
B0
B0

ⵜB0
− n ␣0共 v ␣ⴱ + v E兲 ·
= 0,
B0

冉
冉

冊

· ⵜ共␦ P␣储 + ␦ P␣⬜兲
ⵜB0
− ⵜn␣0
B0

冊

冊

b0
⫻ ⵜ · ␦P␣ ,
B0

共19兲

where the pressure tensor is diagonal: ␦P␣ = ␦ P␣储b0b0
+ ␦ P␣⬜共I − b0b0兲 in the drift-kinetic limit and terms on the
order of O共共⑀ / q兲2兲 are omitted, i.e., B0 is approximated to be
curl-free.
As we are approaching the ideal MHD limit, the parallel
electric field is ignored so ␦eff = 0. Combining Eqs. 共14兲 and
共15兲, we get

t␦A储 = − cb0 · ⵜ␦ .

共20兲

In the long wavelength limit, the gyrokinetic Poisson’s equation Eq. 共12兲 becomes
ⵜ⬜ ·

冉

1

ⵜ ⬜␦ 
vA2

冊

=−

4
兺 Z ␣␦ n ␣ .
c2 ␣=e,i,f

共21兲

Combining this equation, gyrokinetic Ampère’s law Eqs.
共13兲 and 共20兲, we get

 2ⵜ ⬜ ·
+

冉

1

ⵜ ⬜␦ 
vA2

冊

− iB0 · ⵜ

再

ⵜ ⫻ 关ⵜ ⫻ 共k储␦b0兲兴 · b0
B0

i4
兺 共− iZ␣␦n␣ + ⵜ · ␦J␣储兲 = 0.
c2 ␣=e,i,f

冎

共22兲

Plugging Eq. 共19兲 into Eq. 共22兲, considering charge neutrality 兺␣Z␣n␣0 = 0, we get

B. Reduction of gyrokinetic formulation
to ideal MHD theory

 t␦ n ␣ + B 0 · ⵜ

B20

−cⵜ ·

共13兲

Here ␦B储 = 0 is assumed, so ␦A has only parallel component
␦A储. Define an inductive potential

cb0 ⫻ ⵜB0

⬇ Z␣vE · 2n␣0

and the vector potential ␦A by the gyrokinetic Ampère’s law
c
兵ⵜ ⫻ 关ⵜ ⫻ 共␦A储b0兲兴 · b0其b0 = 兺 ␦J␣储 .
4
␣=e,i,f

ⵜB0
− ⵜn␣0
B0

 2ⵜ ⬜ ·
−

冉

1

冊
冉

ⵜ ⬜␦ 
vA2

− iB0 · ⵜ

再

ⵜ ⫻ 关ⵜ ⫻ 共k储␦b0兲兴 · b0
B0

冊

i4
b0
ⵜ ·
⫻ ⵜ · ␦P = 0,
c
B0

冎

共23兲

where ␦P = 兺␣␦P␣ is the total perturbed pressure. Equation
共23兲 recovers the limiting case of the ideal MHD equations
in Refs. 52 and 58 except that the parallel equilibrium current is absent in this limiting model.

C. Simplified model for RSAE dispersion relation

共18兲

␦ P␣储
where
v␣ⴱ = cb0 ⫻ ⵜ共␦ P␣储 + ␦ P␣⬜兲 / 共n␣0Z␣B0兲,
= 兰mv2储 ␦ f ␣dv, and ␦ P␣⬜ = 兰B0␦ f ␣dv. This equation can be
reformed to be

The RSAE is an Alfvén eigenmode with a frequency
near the local extremum of the Alfvén continuum and can be
derived2 from Eq. 共23兲.
In the toroidal geometry, consider only one n and m
ˆ 共r兲exp关i共n − m兲兴 and treat the toharmonic ␦共r ,  , 兲 = ␦
roidal coupling effect as a small correction. Dropping terms
of order O共共⑀ / q兲2兲, Eq. 共23兲 becomes
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冉

冊

d ˆ
1 d
m2
ˆ − D ␦
ˆ = 0,
r⌳ ␦
− 2 ⌳␦
dr
r dr
r
r

共24兲

where

2
⌳ = 2 − k2储 ,
vA

共25兲

D represents contributions from the fast ion pressure, background plasma pressure gradient, toroidal coupling, magnetic
shear, etc. It is apparent that Eq. 共24兲 becomes singular when
⌳ = 0, which gives the Alfvén continuum.
With a reversed shear q-profile 共q-profile has an off-axis
minimum qmin兲, k2储 = 共n − m / q兲2 / R2 has a local extremum at
the qmin flux surface and thus can be expanded as
k2储 ⬇ 共k2储 兲0 + 21 共k2储 兲0⬙共r − r0兲2 ,

共26兲

where the prime symbol 共 ⬘兲 denotes the radial derivative
d / dr, the subscript 0 denotes the value taken at the qmin
surface, and the coefficients here are related to qmin by

冉
冉

冊
冊

2

共k2储 兲0 =

1
m
2 n−
R
qmin

共k2储 兲0⬙ =

⬙
2
m mqmin
.
2
2 n−
R
qmin qmin

Then Eq. 共24兲 becomes

冋

共27兲

,

册

共29兲

D

⬙

1 2
2 共k 储 兲0 r0

= Q f + Q p + Qt + Qs ,
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FIG. 1. 共a兲 Safety factor q-profile. 共b兲 Alfvén continua of m = 6 and m = 7 in
ideal MHD limit and without linear coupling.

ates from ⌳ = 0. The new singularity and continuum can be
calculated from the MHD theory29,60 or the kinetic theory.10
From the kinetic theory it is given by
⌳−

冉 冊

冉 冊

7 Te 2v2i
7 Te 2v2i
2
2
+
+
=
−
k
−
= 0,
储
4 Ti vA2 R20 vA2
4 Ti vA2 R20

共31兲

where v2i = Ti / mi is the background ion thermal speed. The
raise of the Alfvén continuum in Eq. 共31兲 is due to the geodesic compressibility of thermal electrons and kinetic ions.
With all these effects considered, solving the equation becomes very challenging and a computer simulation turns out
to be a much easier approach to study the RSAE.
III. ANTENNA EXCITATION OF RSAE

where
Q=

1

q

共28兲

2
d
ˆ + x 2兲 d ␦ 
ˆ + x 2兲 ␦ 
ˆ − m 共⌳
ˆ + Q␦
ˆ
共x + 1兲共⌳
0
0
dx
dx
x+1

= 0,

2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6

ωA /(vA /R0 )
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共30兲

ˆ = 关2 / v2
x = 共r − r0兲 / r0 is the normalized radial variable, ⌳
0
A
1 2
2
2
− 共k储 兲0兴 / 关− 2 共k储 兲0⬙r0兴 is the normalized eigenfrequency, Q is
the normalization of D, Q f is from the fast ion contribution,2
Q p is from the background plasma pressure gradient
effect,29–31 Qt is from the toroidal coupling effect,23,24 and Qs
is from the magnetic shear effect. The parallel equilibrium
current needs to be considered in order to calculate Qs
accurately.
Equation 共29兲 is the normalized RSAE eigenmode equation. It is a second-order ordinary differential equation with
ˆ . If Q is real, this equation can be
an eigenvalue variable ⌳
0
solved numerically using shooting method so a set of eigenmode real frequencies and mode structures can be obtained.
In principle, for this type of equation, if a solution exists,
then there are an infinite number of eigenmodes which are
the radial harmonics31 labeled by an integer l. The zeroth
共l = 0兲 and the first 共l = 1兲 radial harmonics have been identified in a recent DIII-D experiment.59
In general, Q can be complex and the imaginary part
would give each eigenmode a growth rate 共imaginary part ␥
of the frequency  = r + i␥兲. Furthermore, when the background plasma pressure is considered, the singularity of Eq.
共24兲 is no longer ⌳ = 0, meaning the Alfvén continuum devi-

We use the external antenna to excite the RSAE to verify
the mode structure, frequency, and damping rate in our simulations. To find the eigenmode frequency, we do multiple
simulations with different antenna frequencies 共ant兲 and find
out the case that has the maximum growth. The frequency of
that case is the eigenmode frequency.
In our simulations, the background plasma is uniform,
the inverse aspect ratio is a / R0 = 0.335 in a tokamak with
concentric 共GTC兲 or shifted 共XHMGC兲 circular crosssection, and a q-profile, shown in Fig. 1共a兲, with qmin = 1.69 is
used. The simulations are all linear and we apply a toroidal
mode filter to select only the n = 4 mode. Without linear coupling, the Alfvén continua of m = 6 and m = 7 in the ideal
MHD limit are plotted in Fig. 1共b兲. Because this is the first
time to use a gyrokinetic code to simulate the RSAE, we
benchmark GTC results with XHMGC,52,53 whose predecessor HMGC 共Ref. 61兲 has been extensively applied to studies
of the MHD modes driven by energetic particles and the
EPM. XHMGC has extended HMGC to include the kinetic
thermal ion effects, which are needed for our benchmark.
To recover the most basic properties of the RSAE, background plasma kinetic effects are first artificially turned off.
Therefore, kinetic thermal ions are not loaded. Only the first
two terms of the electron continuity equation Eq. 共8兲 are kept
as to retain quasineutrality.
Since the toroidal coupling effect is present in both GTC
and XHMGC, and for the parameters used here, the toroidal
coupling constant averaged over the mode width is estimated
to be Qt,avg ⬇ 0.35, which is larger than the theoretical threshold of 1/4.24 Therefore, eigenmodes exist no matter whether
the parallel equilibrium current is present.
For the zeroth 共l = 0兲 radial harmonic, the eigenmode frequencies found by GTC and by XHMGC are GTC
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FIG. 2. 共Color兲 Antenna excitation of n = 4, m = 7, and l = 0 RSAE without
kinetic thermal ion using GTC and XHMGC. 共a兲 Alfvén continua and frequency spectrum from XHMGC. 关共b兲 and 共c兲兴 Poloidal contour plots of
electrostatic potential ␦ from GTC and XHMGC, respectively. 关共d兲 and
共e兲兴 Radial profiles of ␦ m-harmonics from GTC and XHMGC,
respectively.

= 0.135vA / R0 and XHMGC = 0.160vA / R0, respectively. The
mode frequency from GTC is very close to the ideal MHD
accumulation point frequency ac = 0.142vA / R0 and is about
16% lower than that from XHMGC. This is probably due to
the difference of the toroidal geometry model between the
two codes, i.e., the Shafranov shift, which is on the order of
O共⑀兲 and ⑀ = 0.174 in our simulations at the qmin surface.
Another possible source for the difference is that the GTC
simulations neglect the parallel equilibrium current, which is
kept in XHMGC. The mode structures are compared in Figs.
2共b兲–2共e兲. The dominant m = 7 harmonic shows similar structures in both codes. For the first 共l = 1兲 radial harmonic, the
frequency found by GTC is  = 0.131vA / R0, slightly lower
than the zeroth radial harmonic as expected. The mode structure is shown in Fig. 3.
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Then simulations with kinetic thermal ions are investigated. In equilibrium, the thermal ions are protons with a
Maxwellian velocity distribution and uniform temperature
and density profiles with these on-axis parameters: vi / vA
= 0.08, i / a = 0.008, and ki = 0.1. The drift-kinetic limit is
taken for the thermal ions since ki Ⰶ 1. The Alfvén continua are modified by the thermal ions as discussed at the end
of Sec. II C. The m = 7 continuum calculated from Eq. 共31兲 is
plotted in Fig. 4共a兲 along with the continuum in the cold
plasma limit for comparison. The kinetic thermal ions introduce the ion Landau damping, which causes the antenna excited mode to saturate. Since the antenna excitation of a
wave is conceptually the same as a forced oscillator, the
saturated wave amplitude is related to the RSAE damping
rate by62

␦sat ⬀

1

,
2 2
2
冑共20 − ant
兲 + 4␥2ant

共32兲

where 20 = r2 + ␥2, r being the wave real frequency and ␥
being the wave damping rate. The saturated ␦ amplitude
versus the antenna frequency is plotted in Fig. 4共c兲. Performing a best fit in Fig. 4共c兲 gives 兩␥兩 = 0.0106vA / R0 and r
= 0.199vA / R0. The damping rate can also be estimated by the
simulation with an initial perturbation but no fast ion or antenna. Such a simulation in GTC gives 兩␥兩 = 0.011vA / R0 and
r = 0.198vA / R0, which is very close to the result from the
antenna excitation for both real frequency and damping rate.
Such a simulation in XHMGC gives 兩␥兩 = 0.017vA / R0 and
r = 0.218vA / R0, which is close to the GTC results for the
frequency. The difference in the damping rate between the
two codes could be due to the differences in geometry and
parallel equilibrium current and the numerical dissipation in
XHMGC.
IV. FAST ION EXCITATION OF RSAE

(b)
(a)

0.4

100

FIG. 4. Antenna excitation of n = 4, m = 7, and l = 0 RSAE with kinetic
thermal ions using GTC. 共a兲 m = 7 Alfvén continua and eigenfrequencies
obtained from GTC simulations with and without thermal ions. 共b兲 Time
history of electrostatic potential ␦ for antenna frequency ant
= 0.195vA / R0 showing the saturation of the mode. 共c兲 Saturated ␦ amplitude vs antenna frequency and best fit to estimate the RSAE damping rate.
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 Antenna excitation of n = 4, m = 7, and l = 1 RSAE without
kinetic thermal ion using GTC. 共a兲 Poloidal contour plot of electrostatic
potential ␦. 共b兲 Radial profile of ␦ m-harmonics.

In our simulations, fast ions with a Maxwellian distribution are used with these on-axis parameters: v f / vA = 0.3,
 f / a = 0.03, k⬜ f = 0.4, and n f0 / ne0 = 0.01, where v f is the fast
ion thermal speed. At first, the drift-kinetic limit is taken for
the fast ions for the purpose of benchmark, which is margin-
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FIG. 7. m = 7 RSAE frequency and growth rate dependence on the fast ion
density. 共a兲 Frequency dependence on the fast ion density. 共b兲 Growth rate
dependence on the fast ion density.
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FIG. 5. 共Color兲 Fast ion excitation of n = 4 and m = 7 RSAE without kinetic
thermal ions using GTC and XHMGC. 共a兲 Fast ion density profile. 共b兲 Time
history of electrostatic potential ␦. 共c兲 Time history of 兩␦兩 in logarithmiclinear plot. 关共d兲 and 共e兲兴 Poloidal contour plots of ␦ from GTC and XHMGC, respectively. 关共f兲 and 共g兲兴 Radial profiles of ␦ m-harmonics from
GTC and XHMGC, respectively.

ally good as k⬜ f Ⰶ 1 is barely satisfied. The case with the
FLR effects is also studied. The fast ions have a uniform
temperature and a nonuniform density profile shown in Fig.
5共a兲. The maximum density gradient is at the qmin surface
and its value is R0 / Ln f0 = 36.6. When kinetic thermal ions are
not loaded, the m = 7 RSAE is driven unstable by the fast
ions.
To avoid numerical errors, GTC convergence tests are
done and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The spatial resolution convergence requires about 30 poloidal number of
grids per wavelength. The time resolution convergence requires the time step to be smaller than 0.1R0 / vA. The results
do not change much for the number of fast ion particles per
cell ranging from 10 to 100. The frequencies from the two
codes are GTC = 0.107vA / R0 and XHMGC = 0.145vA / R0, respectively. The growth rates are ␥GTC = 0.0159vA / R0 and
␥XHMGC = 0.013vA / R0. The growth rates from the two codes
are quite close, while the discrepancy between the frequencies is larger. To confirm that this mode is still a RSAE with
such a frequency difference, we perform simulations with
various densities of the fast ions to examine the corresponding frequency and growth rate change as shown in Fig. 7. It
can be seen from the results that when the fast ion density
goes to 0, the growth rate goes to 0 and the frequency goes to

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Convergence
tests for n = 4 and m = 7 RSAE excited
by fast ions but without kinetic effects
of thermal ions. Mode frequency and
growth rate depending on 共a兲 number
of grids per wavelength, 共b兲 time step
size, and 共c兲 fast ion number of particles per cell.
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TABLE I. Frequency and growth rate comparison of the n = 4 and m = 7
RSAE without thermal ions between GTC and XHMGC.
Unit: vA / R0
Ideal MHD accumulation point
Antenna excitation 共no fast ion兲
Antenna excitation 共uniform n f0兲
Fast ion excitation 共nonuniform n f0,
without FLR effects兲
Fast ion excitation 共nonuniform n f0,
with FLR effects兲

GTC

XHMGC

r = 0.142
r = 0.135
r = 0.160
r = 0.134
r = 0.160
r = 0.107
r = 0.145
␥ = 0.0159
␥ = 0.013
r = 0.108
Did not do this case
␥ = 0.0090

the one obtained by antenna excitation and by initial perturbation. Also, the real frequency change and the growth rate
change by the fast ions are of the same order of magnitude,
confirming that the fast ion excited mode is the m = 7 RSAE.
The mode structures from the two codes are similar as shown
in Figs. 5共d兲–5共g兲, except that the mode structure from GTC
shows a little dip near qmin. This may be formed by the
coexistence of some higher radial harmonics in addition to
the zeroth radial harmonic. Compared to the ellipselike mode
structure obtained in antenna excitation in Figs. 2共b兲 and
2共c兲, it can be seen from Figs. 5共d兲 and 5共e兲 that the mode
structure is modified to be trianglelike by the nonperturbative
contribution of the fast ions. This phenomenon has also recently been observed in Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmode GyroFluid 共TAEFL兲 simulations and DIII-D experiments.63 The
mode structure change is due to the radial symmetry breaking by the variation of the fast ion density gradient. When the
FLR effects are included, the frequency and mode structure
have no significant change, while the growth rate is lowered
by about 43%.
Table I summarizes the comparisons between GTC and
XHMGC of frequency and growth rate for the antenna excitation and the fast ion excitation. The two rows of the antenna excitation show that uniform fast ions have almost no
effect on the frequency in both codes. The last two rows
show that nonuniform fast ions reduce the mode frequency.
The frequency is lowered by about 21% in GTC and about
9% in XHMGC. This part of the discrepancy is probably due
to the differences of the fast ion formulation and the geometry model, as well as the parallel equilibrium current.

TABLE II. Frequency and growth rate comparison of the n = 4 and m = 7
RSAE with thermal ions between GTC and XHMGC.
Unit: vA / R0

GTC

XHMGC

Fast ion excitation
共without FLR effects兲

 = 0.206
r = 0.199
r = 0.207
␥ = −0.0106
r = 0.198
r = 0.218
␥ = −0.011
␥ = −0.017
r = 0.168
No growth for
n f0 / ne0 = 0.01
␥ = 0.0174

Fast ion excitation
共with FLR effects兲

r = 0.171
␥ = 0.0087

Theoretical accumulation point
Antenna excitation 共no fast ion兲
Initial perturbation 共no fast ion兲

Did not do this case
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FIG. 8. 共Color兲 Fast ion excitation of n = 4, m = 7 RSAE with kinetic thermal
ions using GTC. 共a兲 Poloidal contour plot of ␦. 共b兲 Radial profiles of ␦
m-harmonics.

When kinetic thermal ions are added in, the charge neutrality condition is strictly enforced. The frequency and the
growth rate from GTC are GTC = 0.168vA / R0 and ␥GTC
= 0.0174vA / R0, respectively. The XHMGC simulation shows
no growth for this fast ion density. For a larger fast ion density, XHMGC does show the RSAE with an exponential
growth. The fact that the growth rate in GTC is larger than
that in XHMGC may be due to the numerical dissipation
from the finite resistivity in XHMGC. The comparison of the
frequencies for the case with kinetic thermal ions is summarized in Table II. For the antenna excitation, the mode structure has no significant change. For the fast ion excitation, the
mode structure has some change by the kinetic thermal ions
as shown in Fig. 8.
V. SUMMARY

Global gyrokinetic particle simulations of RSAE have
been successfully performed and verified. We have excited
the RSAE by initial perturbation, by external antenna, and by
energetic ions. The RSAE excitation by antenna provides
verifications of the mode structure, the frequency, and the
damping rate. When the kinetic effects of the background
plasma are artificially suppressed, the mode amplitude shows
a near-linear growth. With kinetic thermal ions, the mode
amplitude eventually saturates due to the thermal ion damping. The damping rates measured from the antenna excitation
and from the initial perturbation simulation agree very well.
The RSAE excited by fast ions shows an exponential growth.
The finite Larmor radius effects of the fast ions are found to
significantly reduce the growth rate. With kinetic thermal
ions and electron pressure, the mode frequency increases due
to the elevation of the Alfvén continuum by the geodesic
compressibility. The nonperturbative contributions from the
fast ions and kinetic thermal ions modify the mode structure
relative to the ideal MHD theory. The gyrokinetic simulations have been benchmarked with extended hybrid MHDgyrokinetic simulations.
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